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Abstract

In sheet metal forming operations the life length of the production equipment is

largely dependent on the wear of the tools that are in direct contact with the sheet. One

form of adhesive wear where sheet material gets transferred to the tool, also known

as galling, is the most common cause of tool failure. The transferred material sticks

firmly to the tool and will scratch subsequent sheets and increase friction, rendering

them anywhere from aesthetically unsightly to completely ripped apart. With careful

combination of several parameters the tools production life can be significantly ex-

tended. The surface preparation of the tools has a large influence on the tool life, the

surface has to be smooth and yet not without texture. It was shown in strip reduction

testing that the orientation as well as the depth of the surface texture left by polishing

influenced the tool life and that a texture perpendicular to the sliding direction was to

prefer. The geometry of the forming tool is also a parameter to take into account as it

influences the tool life not only by changing the contact pressure but also in itself. In

a sliding against flat sheet test rig a lower contact pressure increased the sliding dis-

tance to galling. When two different geometries were compared at the same contact

pressure it was found that there was a difference in tool life. As to the tool itself the

material it is made of influences the wear rate and tool life. Different tool steels were

investigated in sliding wear against metal sheets; Vancron 40 performed better than

Vanadis 6 and S290PM performed better than an AISI M2 grade steel.

Keywords: wear, galling, sheet metal, deep drawing, tool steel, surface preparation,

friction.
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1 Introduction

There are some things that make life convenient. Some of these things are obvious, like

tea, others are not so obvious, like friction. Friction keeps us from skating around like

on ice, it is the basis on which cars rely on for propulsion, manoeuvring and, of course,

stopping. A world without friction would look much different from what we are used

to. The same goes for wear. Usually wear is associated with costs as worn parts need

to be replaced, but in manufacturing certain forms of controlled wear are refereed to as

grinding or polishing. Basically, every time two surfaces come in contact and are moved

relative to each other they are subjected to both friction and wear. Even though there are

instances where were is desired, such as grinding, it is generally something to avoid and

should be prevented or minimised. Wear damages one or all the surfaces in a contact and

will eventually lead to malfunction of the surface/component. The rate at which material

is removed or a surface is damaged due to wear is not solely depending on the material of

which the surface is made of. It is not a material property in the same way as for instance

the hardness of a material or its elasticity modulus. The rate of material removal is a result

of all the components present in the wear system, the combination of the two surfaces that

are in contact and it can be influenced by the present of lubrication and of the presence of

a third body, such as sand, in between the surfaces. This makes wear, and also friction,

a system parameter. The wear rate may be tested and with some accuracy predicted for

a specific wear-system. The difficulty lies in the wast range of combinations that may be

used to form a wear system and whether or not a tested system replicates the conditions

of a full scale unit.
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2 Sheet metal forming

Sheet metal forming is an umbrella term for manufacturing methods that use some kind of

sheet metal to produce products. The product range of SMF is very large, spanning in size

from a few millimetres to several meters, including things like bullet casings, soda cans,

kitchen sinks, auto parts and large tank heads. The reason for the wide diversity of prod-

ucts lies in the fact that almost every product that is made of sheet metal has undergone

some forming operation. The sheet may have been ironed, deep drawn, cut, punched,

spinned, roll formed or gone thorough some other forming operations or combinations of

these to produce the desired appearance and quality.

2.1 Sheet metal forming process

There are many different methods used to form a sheet of metal, some are more compli-

cated than others and even though not all have been described in detail below some have

been explained more thoroughly.

Deep drawing is a process where the sheet is clamped between a die and a blank holder

and is formed by a punch. The sheet is allowed to slide between the die and the blank

holder into the forming area. The controlled sliding makes forming of deep parts possible.

The friction between sheet and die needs to be controlled in order to ensure the same

wall thickness and to avoid wrinkling of the sheet. When forming complex geometries

draw beads are used to generate the high restraining forces needed to escape wrinkling.

Stretching works like deep drawing but the sheet is clamped fast and can not slide into

the forming area. The method is used to produce shallow indents and ridges as large

deformations will rip the sheet. To produce hole or to trim excessive sheet operations

like cutting, punching and perforating can be used. Cutting can be done with a variety

of techniques, from hand tools to computer controlled high powered laser equipments to

trim the edges of a sheet or to cut complicated shapes. Cutting is generally slower than

punching and can create more advanced geometry. Punching uses a die and a punch to

stamp holes in a sheet, and can create relatively simple shapes like holes, squares and

stars. For more advanced geometry several simple shapes can be combined to produce

complex geometry. For repetitive shapes punching is faster than cutting. Perforating is

a type of punching that produces a finer mesh of holes for products like a sink drain.

Products with a rotational symmetry may be produced by spinning where the sheet is
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rotated against a mandrel and formed by rollers. Examples of products are nose cones and

air intake funnels for space- and aeroplane-industry and kitchen funnels. Shorter profiles

may be produced by press brake forming or bending and long profiles with rather complex

geometry can be produced by roll forming. In roll forming the sheet is gradually formed

to the desired profile by several rolls and bending operations that work consecutively.

Another operation that should not be confused with roll forming is rolling. A rolling

operation reduces the thickness of the sheet to produce a thinner sheet, the extreme would

be kitchen foil. Reduction of sheet thickness is also the goal of ironing where the sheet is

drawn through a narrow slot where the gap is set to produce sheet of a specific thickness.

2.2 Tool materials

Throughout mankind’s history we have been forming metal into desired shapes. For this

purpose the hardest, most resilient materials have been used as forming tools. Harder and

tougher steels have been used to bend and hammer softer steels after our will. This has

resulted in better forming tools and the first modern tool steel was born in 1740. Since

then the development of newer materials has been swift, tool steels today have compli-

cated chemical compositions and highly specific microstructures to make them hard and

resilient. The American Iron and Steel Institute, AISI, has created a standard classifica-

tion system for tool steels in which the main characteristics of the steels are described by

a designated letter. Tool steels that are designated by the letter, W, are generally hard-

ened by water quenching. This limits the size of sections as only the outer shell will be

hardened. S steels have improved shock resistance and are capable of handling impact

loadings since they have a high toughness stemming from a lower carbon content. O, A

and D steels are all for cold forming applications and have high carbon content resulting

in high hardness and high wear resistance. The O steels are quenchable in oil and have a

low amount of alloying elements compared to other tool steels. The highly alloyed A and

D steels are quenched in air which lend them shape stability and reduced risk of cracking

during hardening. They also have large amounts of hard carbides dispersed in the matrix,

improving wear resistance. When forming easier materials than steel, such as plastics the

polishability is more important than the wear resistance. As a result the P steels have

lower carbon content and less hard carbides and therefore lower wear resistance but are

easier to polish to a fine surface quality. For hot working tools the AISI grades H are

appropriate as it is air hardenable and can withstand shock loading and is resistant to soft-

ening at elevated temperatures. These steels are usually of medium carbon content and
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alloyed with chromium, tungsten or molybdenum. Two other classes are the high speed

tool steels, T alloyed with tungsten and M alloyed with molybdenum. These are highly

alloyed and have large volume of hard carbides. The high alloy content allows the steels

to be used in high speed machining operations where temperatures rise up to 600 °C. [1]

Four powder metallurgical cold-work tool steels have been used in tests as tool materials,

Vancron 40, high in nitrogen tool steel and Vanadis 6, a tool steel high in carbon, [2].

S290PM is a high speed steel. The materials were hardened to 780 HV. Their material

properties and chemical composition as supplied by the manufacturer are shown in Table 1

and Table 2 respectively.

Table 1: Material properties for tool steels used

Material
Rp0.2 E-modulus Hard phase [vol%]

[MPa] [GPa] M(NC) MC M6C M7C3 Total

Vancron 40 2700 209 14 – 5 – 19

Vanadis 6 2530 255 – 10 – 7 17

S290PM – – – – – – 23

AISI M2 – – – – – – 6

Table 2: Chemical composition, tool steels in wt%

Material C N Si Mn Cr Mo

Vancron 40 1.1 1.8 0.5 0.4 4.5 3.2

Vanadis 6 2.1 – 1.0 0.4 6.8 1.5

S290PM 2.0 – – – 3.7 2.5

AISI M2 0.8–0.95 – – – 3.8–4.5 4.7–5.2

Material W V Co Fe

Vancron 40 3.7 8.5 – Bal.

Vanadis 6 – 5.4 – Bal.

S290PM 14.3 5.0 11.0 Bal.

AISI M2 5.9–6.7 1.7–2.1 4.5–5.0 Bal.

Vancron 40 has a microstructure of predominately MN nitrides evenly dispersed in a steel

matrix, present to a lesser degree are also M6C carbides. Vanadis 6 has MC and M7C3

carbides distributed in a steel matrix. S290PM have a mix of M6C and MC to a total of

∼ 23%.
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2.3 Sheet materials

Three different sheet materials have been used in testing, two carbon sheet grades one soft

and ductile ferritic sheet, DC01 and one high-strength martensitic sheet, Docol 1200M.

An austenitic cold rolled stainless steel was also used, AISI 316. In addition calculations

have been performed on a carbon steel sheet of medium to high strength and a mixed

micro structure of ferrite and martensite, Docol 800DP. Material properties are found in

Table 3 and chemical compositions in Table 4.

Table 3: Material properties for sheets steels used

Material
Rp0.2 E-modulus

[MPa] [GPa]

AISI 316 - 193

DC01 193 210

Docol 800DP 589 210

Docol 1200M 1120 210

Table 4: Chemical composition, sheets, in wt%

Material C P Si Mn Cr Mo Al Nb Ti

AISI 316 0.8 - 1.0 2.0 18.0 3.0 - 0.04 -

DC01 0.05 0.01 - 0.2 - - 0.04 - -

Docol 800DP 0.13 0.01 0.2 1.5 - - 0.04 0.015 -

Docol 1200M 0.11 0.01 0.2 1.7 - - 0.04 0.015 0.025

Material Ni S N Fe

AISI 316 14.0 0.03 - Bal.

DC01 - 0.01 0.003 Bal.

Docol 800DP - 0.002 - Bal.

Docol 1200M - 0.002 - Bal.
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2.4 Lubrication

Two oils have been used.

The PQ144 was developed to protect hot or cold rolled sheet products from corrosion

during transportation and storage. The oil enhances blanking operation performance and

is able to withstand UV-light and bacterial growth.

The sheet strips were richly lubricated using a mineral oil with additives, Rhenus LA722017.

The oil has a kinematic viscosity of 135 cSt at 40°C.

2.5 Wear

Wear is often a slow process that removes or damages one or more surfaces until they stop

working as intended. For instance, most cars will be decommissioned due to wear. The

more complex a system is the more sensitive it becomes to wear and machinery weighing

several tons may have to be put out of service because material weighing only a few grams

in total have been worn away over a couple of years. There are more than one definition

of wear and one of the more encompassing is:

“Loss of material from one or both surfaces due to the relative motion of two

surfaces in mechanical contact with each other” [2–5].

This says nothing about how the material is lost and includes therefore many wear mech-

anisms. An even broader definition that includes all wear mechanisms, even those of

erosion from hard particles or material removal from cavity collapses in fluids is:

“Damage to a solid surface, generally involving progressive loss of material,

due to relative motion between that surface and a counteracting substance or

substances” [6].

From the different definitions it seems as though a surface has to be affected by another

surface or medium on order to be worn. The other surface’s properties will affect the

wear rate of the first surface, suggesting that wear is not solely dependent on one material.

This introduces the concept of wear as a system parameter, the wear rate is affected by
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all components in the system. This includes but is not limited to the both surfaces, the

medium between them, air, water, oil etc. and particles in-between the surfaces either

as dust and sand or as worn material come loose. There area two major contributing

mechanisms that cause wear, abrasive and adhesive mechanisms. In sheet metal forming

the abrasive wear causes scratches on the components. Scratches are sometimes tolerated

for products behind covers but could also be the reason for refurbishing the tools. The

second mechanism, adhesive wear usually occurs after abrasive scratching of the sheet

and must be taken seriously. When adhesion is the governing wear mechanism it usually

leads to half-formed or ripped products. Therefore adhesive wear is avoided in sheet metal

forming.
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3 Wear in sheet metal forming

In sheet forming operations, a tool or die presses a sheet to the desired shape in one or

more steps. During the forming process, a sliding contact between the sheet and the die

is created. New sheet is constantly fed to the die and the die eventually begins to wear.

The high contact pressures on the blank radius cause lubricant film breakdown leading

to pickup of workpiece material on the tool surface. The transferred material sticks to

the die surface and becomes hard due to deformation hardening. The process of material

pickup starts to cause scratches on the formed sheet, and as an extension, the final product

itself. The material pick up accumulates and may eventually result in the production unit

to severely scratch or rip the entire sheet [7, 8]. This kind of adhesive wear where material

is transferred from the sheet to the tool surface is commonly referred to as galling.

When forming tribologically difficult materials, such as stainless steel and ultrahigh-

strength sheets, the use of chlorinated oils is normally required to avoid galling. Due to

increased knowledge of the hazards for the machine operator from these oils, alternatives

to avoid galling are being investigated [9–11].

New tool materials, developed specifically for sheet metal forming operations, are devel-

oped and put on the market.

3.1 Galling

In almost all applications where metal is sliding against metal under load there is a risk

of severe surface damage due to material transfer from one surface to the other. Some

examples of where galling may be found are, stainless threaded bolts under high tension,

surgical instruments such as drill bits, plates etc. where sterilisation removes any lubrica-

tion and also poorly lubricated valves [12]. This form of surface damage has been termed

galling and has been defined by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

as:

“a form of surface damage arising between sliding solids, distinguished by

macroscopic, usually localized, roughening and creation of protrusions above

the original surface” [6].
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The ASTM has also produced a test for testing a materials pair for galling resistance,

the G98. In this threshold test galling is ether present or absent, making it a yes / no

phenomenon. However it has been suggested that galling is the end result of a wear

process [13].

The Slider-On-Flat-Surface (SOFS) Wear tester has previously been used to simulate the

galling behaviour and processes leading to galling in industrial applications. In the SOFS

wear tester the wear track reflects the wear mechanisms during the test. Since a point on

the track has been in contact with the tool only once the history of the wear behaviour

is recorded. In the track several different mechanisms, one following the other may be

observed. For the first couple of centimetres the wear track only shows plastic defor-

mation from the tool. This part of the track is a mirror image of the tool, the rough cold

rolled sheet surface has been plasticly deformed to the same surface roughness as the tool.

Typically this, short, first part of the track has a mirror shine, Fig. 1a. The pure plastic de-

formation is followed by scratching and ploughing, Fig. 1b. It starts as one small scratch

in the wear track, this first scratch then grows and is followed by others. More scratches

appears and eventually the entire track is filled with scratches. The transition from pure

plastic deformation to a wear track filled with small scratches is usually quick, a couple

of centimetres, compared to the length of the track which is entirely filled with scratches.

The major part of the sliding length of a typical test is with the wear track entirely covered

in scratches. The next change in the appearance of the wear track comes with a change in

wear mechanism, from ploughing to adhesive wear. The wear track stops showing con-

tinuous scratches and instead displays shear fractures Fig. 1c. In this wear regime there

is material transfer form the sheet to the tool and back on a large scale with a stick slip

behaviour. It is this regime of adhesive wear that should be avoided and is labelled as

galling.
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(a) Stage 1

(b) Stage 2

Figure 1:
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(c) Stage 3

Figure 1: The evolution of the wear track on the sheet from a) mirror shine via b) scratches

to c) severe adhesive wear. Sliding direction has been from upper right to lower left and

the images are 2.4 mm × 1.9 mm.
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4 Wear testing

Today there are several test methods developed for testing and ranking galling behaviour.

One common test is the ASTM standard G98, which is a button-on-block type of test

where the surfaces are inspected visually for galling [14]. Other tests, such as pin-on-disc,

button-on-cylinder, cylinder-on-cylinder and load-scanner use the coefficient of friction to

determine when galling occurs [7]. In this work a Slider-On-Flat-Surface (SOFS) tester

was used and galling was detected as an increase in the coefficient of friction, and proven

by SEM observations of stage 3 galling.

4.1 Slider-On-Flat-Surface (SOFS)

The SOFS wear tester is a model type test, where no actual sheet forming takes place,

instead the sheet is slid against a tool creating a wear track on the sheet, Fig. 2. The

obvious drawback is a lack of sheet forming in a sheet forming simulator, but this is not

as severe, a disadvantage as it first may seem. As long as the wear process found in

industrial forming operations is faithfully replicated in a model test, it actually provides

the operator with a versatile tool, where different materials can be tested under strictly

controlled parameters.

(a) Linear guides (b) Tool holder

Figure 2: The SOFS wear tester a) overview of the linear guides and the tool holder mount,

b) close-up of the tool holder and force gauges.
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The SOFS wear tester has previously been found to accurately replicate the wear mecha-

nisms found in industrial sheet metal forming operations [15]. In the SOFS, a disc shaped

tool–steel specimen with its rotation locked is pressed by a normal force against a 1×1 m

sheet and slid the length of the sheet in the rolling direction. At the end of the sheet, the

tool is lifted off the sheet and returned to the baseline. The tool repositions a small dis-

tance from the previous wear track and the next track is made. The SOFS is capable of

performing with normal loads between 10 and 800N and sliding speeds of up to 0.5m/s.

(a) SOFS Tools (b) SOFS Friction curve

Figure 3: a) Geometry of the tool discs used and b) typical friction curve with a sudden

increase in friction at 7,000 mm sliding distance indicating stage 3 galling.

The SOFS can use several different tool geometries for sliding tests, Fig 3a. Three types

of tool steel discs have been used, one with a 5 mm radius (R5) and one with a 2.4 mm

flat surface (L2.4) and one with a 3.0 mm flat surface (L3.0). The discs pressed against

a flat sheet surface created an elliptical contact for the R5 and a linear contact for the L

wheels. The contact areas for all geometries were roughly equal.

Surface preparation of the tool discs included grinding in several steps to Struers grit

1, 000 SiC paper followed by polishing with 3 µm diamond paste to Ra ≤ 0.1 µm.

The steel sheets were cold rolled and delivered with rust protection oil used to keep them

against corrosion during transportation and storage. The rust protection oil was removed

by cleaning the sheets twice with a degreaser agent and once with ethanol. The cleaned

sheets are referred to as dry and had an average Ra of 1.5 − 2.0 µm. Lubricated sheets

were first cleaned to the dry condition and then the PQ144 lubrication oil was generously
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applied and allowed to sit for 15 min. Then excessive oil was removed with lint free

paper. The lubrication film thickness at testing was assumed < 1 g/m2. The PQ144 was

developed to protect hot or cold rolled sheet products from corrosion during transportation

and storage. The oil enhances blanking operation performance and is able to withstand

UV-light and bacterial growth.

Distance to critical galling was detected by a sudden increase in the coefficient of friction,

Fig. 3b. The change in wear mechanisms was also noted on the wear track where severe

adhesive wear was evident in dry sliding.

4.2 Strip reduction

The strip reduction test is a simulative, severe sheet forming tribology test designed to

replicate the conditions in a ironing operation, Fig. 4a [16]. The test uses a �15 mm,

non-rotating tool-pin as one of the tools, the other one being a supporting tool plate. The

set-up allows four tests with the same tool-pin by turning the tool 90° after each test, later

the tool can be repolished for further testing. By this feature the critical sliding length

was determined based on the average of four identical tests. A test consists of placing a

length of well lubricated strip steel approximately 400 × 15 mm on the tool plate and

then pressing the cylindrical tool into one end of the sheet so that a 15% reduction rate is

achieved, Fig. 4b. The supporting plate and sheet is then actuated and moved 300 mm so

that a length of the strip sheet is reduced in thickness or ironed.

(a) Strip reduction wear tester. (b) Detail of the ironing process

Figure 4: a) General geometry of the DTU Strip Reduction wear tester and b) detailed

view of ironing process.

After a test the sheet is inspected for scratches and galling is quantified by surface rough-
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ness measurements on the test strip. The sheet strips was measured perpendicular to the

sliding direction using a stylus profilometer at 30 mm intervals. The critical sliding dis-

tance to galling was determined by detection of at least two scratches with a depth of

≥ 2 µm. A typical measurement showed a clear transition from a smooth sheet to deep

scratches, resulting in a sliding distance to critical galling of 180 mm, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Stylus measurements of the strip reduction sheet strips after a test.
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5 Surface preparation

5.1 Introduction

A number of different tool surface preparations have been tested earlier regarding their

galling resistance, and it has been found that a smooth surface is required for good perfor-

mance [17].

In sheet metal forming the quality of the products produced reflect the surface quality of

the tools. A rough tool acts abrasively on the sheet and produces products with a rough

appearance. A smooth tool not only produces smooth surfaces but also leads to longer

production life as the risk of sever wear is reduced. But what should be considered a

smooth surface? And can polishing procedures affect the tool performance?

To investigate how different tool preparation methods influence galling behaviour under

lubricated conditions a series of different surface qualities was produced and subjected to

Danmarks Tekniske Universitet’s (DTU) strip reduction test. This also gave the opportu-

nity to rank the different surfaces with respect to critical sliding distance to galling.

5.2 Materials

Two powder metallurgical cold-work tool steels were selected as the tool materials, Van-

cron 40, a high in nitrogen tool steel, and Vanadis 6, a high in carbon tool steel [18]. Tool

pins of both materials were hardened to 780 HV . Their material properties and chemical

composition as supplied by the manufacturer are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. Van-

cron 40 has a microstructure of predominately M(NC) nitrocarbides evenly dispersed

in a steel matrix, present to a lesser degree are also M6C carbides. Vanadis 6 has MC

and M7C3 carbides distributed in a steel matrix, Fig. 6. The work material was AISI 316

stainless steel sheets with a thickness of 1 mm cut to strips of 15 mm × 450 mm, Ta-

ble 6. The sheet surface was in as received, cold rolled condition with a measured surface

roughness Sa = 0.3 µm. The sheet strips were richly lubricated using a mineral oil with

additives, Rhenus LA722017. The oil has a kinematic viscosity of 135 cSt at 40°C.
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Table 5: Mechanical properties of tools and sheet grades

Material
Rp0.2 E-modulus M(NC) MC M6C M7C3 Total

[MPa] [GPa] Volume %

Vancron 40 2700 236 14 – 5 – 19

Vanadis 6 2530 225 – 10 – 7 17

AISI 316 – 193 – – – – –

Table 6: Chemical composition, wt%

Material C N Si Mn Cr Mo W V Ni S Fe

Vancron 40 1.1 1.8 0.5 0.4 4.5 3.2 3.7 8.5 – – Bal.

Vanadis 6 2.1 – 1.0 0.4 6.8 1.5 – 5.4 – – Bal.

AISI 316 0.8 – 1.0 2.0 18.0 3.0 – – 14.0 0.03 Bal.

(a) Vancron 40 (b) Vanadis 6

Figure 6: SEM image of polished specimens showing the micro structure of a) Vancron 40

and b) Vanadis 6.

5.3 Surface preparation

The tool surfaces were prepared using ten different procedures with results ranging from

fine (Sa = 0.3) to mirror shine (Sa = 0.04). Four of the surface treatments were made in-

house (KaU) and they included both the roughest and the finest surfaces. These specimens

were prepared using a small lathe and careful grinding by hand in several steps with
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successively finer grinding paper down to P1000 SiC paper followed by polishing with

3 µm diamond paste. To get a range of different surface qualities this procedure was

interrupted at selected grinding steps and only the finest preparation went all the way to

polishing.

Some of the tool pins were only ground and subsequently sent to external companies for

final finishing with a request of a surface suitable for sheet metal forming. One company

was furthermore requested to produce a rather poor surface quality, which might anyway

appear in actual sheet forming production. Tool pins from Company 1 were prepared in

steps using abrasive paper down to P2000 SiC, (V40-1, 6), or in steps using only diamond

paste down to 6 µm, (V6-1, 6). The other companies adopted their customized in-house

procedures. In total, ten different surface qualities were produced, ranging from rough

grinding to fine polishing, Table 7.

Table 7: Surface preparation of the tools

Surface finish Preparation direction Produced by Vancron 40 Vanadis 6

Best practice Rotational Company 1 V40-1 V6-1

Poor practice Axial Company 1 V40-2 –

Best practice Axial Company 1 – V6-2

Best practice – Company 2 V40-3 V6-3

Best practice – Company 3 V40-4 V6-4

Best practice Rotational KaU V40-5 V6-5

Best practice Axial Company 1 V40-6 –

Poor practice Rotational Company 1 V40-7 V6-7

Grinding P1500 Rotational KaU V40-8 V6-8

Grinding P1000 Rotational KaU V40-9 V6-9

Grinding P500 Rotational KaU V40-10 V6-10

5.4 Results

After testing the tool specimens in the DTU Strip reduction rig the sliding distance to

critical galling was determined for each surface treatment and tool material. The slid-

ing distance to galling is plotted against the tool surface roughness for Vancron 40 and
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Vanadis 6, Fig. 7. Tool pins with a quality considered as rough or poor are indicated by

filled markers and those with good surface finish with unfilled markers. Results with Van-

cron 40 show a trend towards longer critical sliding length with lower Sa value. The tools

with a rough surface, Sa > 0.1 µm, had short critical sliding distances and the tool pins

with a fine surface, Sa < 0.1 µm, all had very long critical sliding distances. A single

tool-pin tested with a fine tool surface roughness, however, reached only a short sliding

distance before onset of galling, V40–5. The same trend was noticed with Vanadis 6 tests,

i.e. lower Sa-values tends to yield longer critical sliding distance to galling. Rough tool

surfaces gave short critical sliding distances and tools with fine surface finish produced

longer critical sliding distance before galling, although two well polished tools resulted in

short critical sliding distances, V6–5 and V6–2.

Figure 7: Sliding length to critical galling for the different surface treatments and tool

materials. Vancron 40 is marked by triangles and Vanadis 6 by circles. Filled markers

represent poor tool surface quality and unfilled markers represent good surface quality as

guessed before testing. Tool roughness measured by optical 3D-profilometer.

As regards the rough tool surfaces, the critical sliding distance to galling seems to increase

with decreasing surface roughness. The highly polished tool pins generally perform better

than the more rugged ones and it is worth mentioning that only tool pins with low Sa
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values achieved long critical sliding distance (over half of the test length). A closer look at

the tools resulting in good surface quality revealed a correlation of 0.72 and a R2 = 0.52,

indicating a weak positive correlation, i.e. an increase in tool roughness results in an

increase in critical sliding distance in contradiction to the trend of the rough tools.

Some of the tool specimens were selected for further study and were investigated with

a atomic force microscope (AFM). Surface images containing height information were

taken in contact mode over a small area of 10× 10 µm, Fig. 8.

Several measurements were made for each tool surface and the average surface param-

eters calculated. The surface parameters were correlated to the critical sliding distance

and a weak correlation of 0.57 between Sa and sliding distance was found Fig. 9. The

correlation to root-mean-squared profile height, Sq and the maximum valley depth, Sv

was similar to that of Sa. The skewness of the height distribution histogram, Ssk had

the highest determination value, R2 = 0.61, and a correlation of -0.78 to critical sliding

distance.

When comparing the two tool materials to each other Vancron 40 gave a longer, critical

sliding distance than Vanadis 6 for the same surface treatment, with a few exceptions,

Fig. 10. In three cases, all with rather rough surface finishes, V40–2, V6–2, V40–9, V6–

9, V40–10 and V6–10 showed somewhat prolonged, critical sliding distance of Vanadis 6.
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(a) V6–4

(b) V6–5

Figure 8:
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(c) V40–4

(d) V40–5

Figure 8:
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(e) V40–7

Figure 8: AFM image showing surface topography of a) V6–4, b) V6–5, c) V40–4, d)

V40–5 and e) V40–7.
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Figure 9: Sliding length to critical galling for the different surface treatments and tool

materials. Vancron 40 is marked by triangles and Vanadis 6 by circles. Filled markers

represent poor tool surface quality and unfilled markers represent good surface quality as

guessed before testing. Tool roughness measured by atomic force microscopy.

Figure 10: Comparison between to the two different tool materials with respect to the

achieved sliding length to critical galling and surface preparation.
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6 Tool geometry and contact pressure

6.1 Introduction

Galling and tool life time is an important engineering problem and has been modelled

in laboratories by different methods. Several test equipments have been used to evaluate

galling behaviour of selected material pairs. The standard button on block test, ASTM

G98, and the modified hollow-cylinders tests rely on visual inspection of specimens for

galling detection [14]. The button-on-cylinder [19] pin-on-disc, cylinder-on-cylinder and

load-scanner use the coefficient of friction to detect galling [7]. Bending-under-tension

[20] and strip-reduction test [16] look at number of scratches on the sheet surface and,

finally, the U-bending test [21] measures weight change of tool inserts and scratches on

the sheets to detect galling.

The exact geometry and contact situation of industrial forming operations is not repro-

duced in model test laboratory equipment, making a direct comparison difficult. To bridge

this gap the industrial forming operation may be mathematically modelled using the Finite

Element (FE) method to calculate typical contact pressures. Once the contact pressures

of an industrial forming operation is known, it can be reproduced in laboratory test equip-

ments. Here we investigate the influence of contact geometry and the effects of contact

pressures in a laboratory wear tester and compare the results to contact pressures found in

semi–industrial and industrial sheet metal forming operations.

6.2 Materials

A powder metallurgical produced tool steel, S290PM, was selected as base material to be

used for testing the influence of geometry. It had a uniform distribution of carbides and

was heat treated to a hardness of 62 HRC. Chemical composition is found in Table 8.

Table 8: Chemical composition, tool steels in wt%

Material C Cr W Mo V Co

S290PM 2.0 3.7 14.3 2.5 5.0 11.0
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As counter material two carbon steel sheet grades, DC01 and Docol 12000M were used.

The DC01 grade is a low strength ferritic steel sheet and the Docol 1200M grade is a high-

strength martensitic sheet. Additional calculations were performed on a third sheet grade,

Docol 800DP. Material data and chemical compositions obtained from the suppliers are

found in Table 9 and Table 10.

Table 9: Material properties for sheets steels used

Material
Rp0.2 E-modulus

[MPa] [GPa]

DC01 193 210

Docol 800DP 589 210

Docol 1200M 1120 210

Table 10: Chemical composition, sheets, in wt%

Material C P Si Mn Al Nb

DC01 0.05 0.01 - 0.2 0.04 -

Docol 800DP 0.13 0.01 0.2 1.5 0.04 0.015

Docol 1200M 0.11 0.01 0.2 1.7 0.04 0.015

Material Ti S N Fe

DC01 - 0.01 0.003 Bal.

Docol 800DP - 0.002 - Bal.

Docol 1200M 0.025 0.002 - Bal.

6.3 Test equipment and calculations

The SOFS wear tester was used in the present work, Fig. 2, page 12. In order to provide

clean surfaces and dry sliding test conditions, the sheets were washed twice with a de-

greasing agent and once with ethanol and the tools were cleaned using ultrasound in first

acetone and then ethanol. The test equipment utilizes a disc-shaped tool, Fig 11 which

was slid at a velocity of approximately 0.1 m/s against the sheet under constant normal

load in the range of 200 to 500 N .

To investigate the influence of tool shape, disc-shaped tools of S290PM steel was manu-

factured each with a different geometry. The first tool was a disc with a double curvature,
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5 and 25 mm radii, creating an elliptical contact. For the second and third the same type

of wheel was machined so that single curve, approximately 25 mm radius, line contacts

with a width of 2.4 and 3.0 mm were produced, Fig. 11. Here they are designated as R5,

L2.4 and L3.0, respectively. After machining the specimens were ground and polished

using diamond paste as finishing step up to a mean surface roughness of Ra = 0.005 µm

as measured by atomic force microscopy.

Figure 11: Geometry of specimens used in SOFS testing; R5, L2.4 and L3.0.

Experimentally, galling initiation was detected as a sudden and distinct increase in the

coefficient of friction. Onset of galling was verified by SEM proving formation of a thick

layer of adhered material on the tool surface and typical severe adhesive wear patterns

in the wear track on the sheet. Both the sudden increase in friction and the evidence of

severe adhesive wear had to be present in order to confirm the onset of galling.

6.3.1 Calculations of contact pressures in the Slider-On-Flat-Surface wear tester

The SOFS wear tester is not capable of directly measure the contact pressure generated

during testing and the contact pressure must therefore be calculated. Due to the relatively

complex curved surfaces of the tools used for SOFS testing and the plastic behaviour of

the sheets, the calculations become non trivial. There exists analytical solutions for both

elliptical (roller on a perpendicular roller) and linear (roller on flat surface) contacts that

are valid for purely elastic materials. These analytical solutions can be used to verify the

elastic response of a numerical model, increasing the confidence in the numerical model.

Since there exist no analytical solution for the elastic-plastic response of the sheet mate-
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Figure 12: General geometry and symmetries of the SOFS wear tester tool-sheet contact.

rials a set of numerical FE models was created using ABAQUS Standard 6.9-2 software.

The FE models simulated three different tool geometries, R5, L2.4 and L3.0 and two dif-

ferent sheet materials, DC01 and Docol 1200M, for a total of six models. Each model

contained three parts, a tool steel disc, a metal sheet and a thick steel table on which the

sheet rested. The lower surface of the table was restrained and a pressure equivalent to a

normal load was applied on the top surface of the tool. Loads in the interval of 0 — 500N

were investigated. The tool and table were regarded as elastic with a Young’s modulus

of 210 GPa, a typical value for carbon steels, Table 3, page 5. Whereas the sheets were

modelled as elastic–plastic strain hardening materials with true stress-strain data from ten-

sile tests. The element type used were C3D10M solid elements, and the mesh size was

significantly refined in the contact area to approximately 0.02 mm. The sheets surface

roughness was not taken into account and to save computer central processing unit time

the models capitalized on inherent symmetries, as shown in Fig. 12.

6.3.2 Calculations of contact pressures in the semi-industrial U-bending wear test

The U-bending test is a semi-industrial equipment for simulation of sheet metal forming

operations. A sheet is fed directly from a roll, cut to length and clamped down. The sheet

is formed by a punch under controlled sliding and in a single test the machine may run

10 000 strokes with a stroke length of 50 mm [7]. The U-bending wear tester is selected

as a mid step between laboratory tests and industrial forming operations.
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The advantage of this method is a good geometrical representation of real sheet metal

forming but the test consumes relatively large amounts of sheet material. In order to relate

the contact pressures found in the SOFS wear tester to the range of contact pressures

created in the U-bending equipment, additional calculations using FE were made using

ABAQUS Standard 6.9-2 for the U-bending wear tester.

A two dimensional FE model with 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements

with reduced integration and hourglass control, CPE4R, was used to model the sheet. At

the die radius the mesh was significantly refined. Boundary conditions and symmetries

are illustrated in Fig. 13a. Tools were considered analytically rigid and the sheets were

elastic-plastic with strain hardening according to tensile tests. The 1.2 mm thick sheet

was clamped between the die and the blank holder by a normal force and was then formed

by the displacement of the punch. The coefficient of friction between the sheet and tools

was 0.12.

(a) General geometry. (b) The contact pressure.

Figure 13: a) General geometry and symmetries of the U-bending model and b) the con-

tact pressure of a single node on the sheet as it was slid over the radius of the die. In this

case the maximum contact pressure of 180 MPa can be found at 0.45 time units.

The contact pressure of a single node as it slides over the die radius of the tool in a

model of a U-bending operation peaks at the entrance and the exit of the radius, the entry

displaying the highest contact pressure, Fig. 13b. As an example, for DC01 a maximum

contact pressure of 180 MPa was found in the entry of the radius at 0.45 time units,

Fig. 13b. The node was chosen as a node sliding over the die radius during steady state

drawing.

An evaluation of the FE models stability was made by increasing, in several steps, the

number of elements in the sheets cross sections and following the behaviour of the contact
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pressure during the process. The model was considered stable when a further increase of

the number of elements in a cross section of the sheet had no influence on the calculated

contact pressure.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Sliding distance to galling

The influence of tool geometry on the sliding distance to galling was investigated for three

different geometries, two different carbon steel sheets and up to four different normal

loads.

Critical sliding distance to galling vs. normal load diagrams of S290PM tools tested

against Docol 1200M and DC01 sheets are presented in Fig. 14. The tests showed a

trend towards longer sliding distances to galling with decreasing normal load. This was

observed for all three geometries and the trend was more pronounced at lower loads. On

the DC01 sheet the sliding distance to galling gets longer as the tool specimens were

changed in order R5 – L2.4 – L3.0.

(a) Docol 1200M (b) DC01

Figure 14: Critical sliding distance to galling vs. normal load for a) the Docol 1200M and

b) the DC01 sheet grade.

6.4.2 Contact pressures

A summary of selected normal loads and corresponding contact pressures for DC01 and

Docol 1200M sheets can be found in Table 11.
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No plastic behaviour was observed on the tough Docol 1200M sheet for any of the three

geometries. Noteworthy is that the two linear geometries produced similar maximum

contact pressures with only a small, ∼ 10 % difference. The maximum contact pressures

for the elliptic geometry were however much higher, almost double that of the linear

contacts.

On the soft DC01 sheet grade the contact pressures were over all lower and the differ-

ence in maximum contact pressure between the geometries was smaller. Due to the high

amount of plasticity of the sheets the contact pressures increased only slightly in response

to a higher normal load. The difference in contact pressure between elliptical and linear

geometries on DC01 sheet was only 23 %.

Table 11: Calculated maximum contact pressures for selected normal loads and sheet

grades in the SOFS wear tester

Load Maximum contact pressure [MPa]

[N]
DC01 Docol 800DP Docol1200M

R5 L2.4 L3.0 R5 L2.4 L3.0 R5 L2.4 L3.0

100 575 492 464 1238 636 568 1361 637 568

200 632 537 521 1409 879 816 1714 879 816

300 729 564 547 1500 1058 986 1949 1058 986

400 707 587 560 1560 1194 1125 2104 1212 1127

500 783 600 619 1603 1288 1228 2217 1346 1251

Finite element calculations revealed that for line contacts the contact pressures peaked at

the ends of the line, Fig. 15. Under loads causing a large degree of plastic deformation

the elliptical contacts showed a similar but smaller rise in contact pressure towards the

sides of the contact, Fig. 15a. On the tough Docol 1200M sheet only a small amount of

plasticity was observed for the elliptical contact and only at high loads. Under no or little

plastic deformation the contact pressure of the elliptical contact was distributed with a

maximum in the center, gradually decreasing towards the fringes of the contact, Fig. 15c.

The footprints length in the sliding direction, sliding length in the contact, differed be-

tween the linear and the elliptic geometries compared at the same normal load. The dif-

ference in footprint length in the sliding direction was roughly a factor two in favour of
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the elliptical geometries. However compared at the same maximum contact pressure the

difference disappeared and the ratios was close to unity.

(a) R5 tool vs. DC01 sheet at 500 N (b) L2.4 tool vs. DC01 sheet at 500 N.

(c) R5 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet

at 500 N

(d) L2.4 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet at 500 N.

Figure 15: Overview of the distribution of the contact pressure found in both linear and

elliptical contacts. A load of 500 N was applied in the normal direction of the sheet.

The sliding direction of the sheet is from the top to the bottom. The sub figures show

the distribution of contact pressure for a) R5 tool vs. DC01 sheet, b) L2.4 tool vs. DC01

sheet, c) R5 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet and d) L2.4 tool vs. Docol 1200M sheet.

The maximum contact pressures calculated for the U-bending test are found in Table 12.

For all three sheet materials, DC01, Docol 800DP and Docol 1200M, the maximum con-

tact pressure was within 7 % of the yield strength of the sheets.
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Table 12: Calculated maximum contact pressures for selected sheet grades in the U-

bending wear tester

Material
Rp0.2 Max. Contact pressure Difference

[MPa] [MPa] [%]

DC01 193 180 6.7

Docol 800DP 589 579 1.7

Docol 1200M 1120 1085 3.1

6.4.3 Sliding distance to galling evaluated with respect to contact pressure

The results from the SOFS wear tester presented in Fig. 14 were redrawn with respect

to contact pressure instead of normal load and are plotted in Fig. 16. The reconstruction

changed the appearance, and it is clear that the R5 tests caused high contact pressures,

resulting in short sliding distances to galling.

(a) Max. contact pressures vs. sliding distance for Docol

1200M.

(b) Max. contact pressures vs. sliding distance for

DC01.

Figure 16: Sliding distances to galling vs. maximum contact pressure for SOFS wear

tester tests, a) S290PM on Docol1200M and b) S290PM on DC01.
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7 Materials ranking

A wide range of products is manufactured by sheet metal forming operations, from kitchen

utensils to automobile parts. In sheet forming operations, a tool or die presses a sheet to

the desired shape in one or more steps. During the forming process, a sliding contact

between the sheet and the die is created. New sheet is constantly fed to the die and the

die eventually begins to wear. A severe kind of wear is identified as galling and is a

process where sheet material adheres to the die. The transferred material sticks to the

die surface and becomes hard due to deformation hardening. The process of material

pickup starts to cause scratches on the formed sheet, and as an extension, the final product

itself. The material pick up accumulates and may eventually result in the production unit

to severely scratch or rip the entire sheet [7, 8]. The introduction of ultra-high-strength

sheets and restricted use of lubricants have increased the demand of forming tools able to

withstand galling better [11]. New tool materials, developed specifically for sheet metal

forming operations, are put on the market. Today there are several test methods for testing

and ranking galling behaviour. One common test is the ASTM standard G98, which

is a button-on-block type of test where the surfaces are inspected visually for galling

[14]. Other tests, such as pin-on-disc, button-on-cylinder, cylinder-on-cylinder and load–

scanner use the coefficient of friction to determine when galling occurs [7]. In this work

a Slider-On-Flat-Surface (SOFS) tester was used and galling was detected as an increase

in the coefficient of friction and confirmed by SEM observations of the contact surfaces.

7.1 Materials

Two different tool steels were selected for testing. The first was an ingot cast and forged

AISI M2 type of steel heat treated to a hardness of 62 HRC. The second was a powder

metallurgical produced tool steel, S290PM, heat treated to 62 HRC and their microstruc-

tures can be viewed in Fig. 17. The AISI M2 steel had a carbide content of ∼ 10 vol%

M6C and ∼ 2 vol% MC the other tool steel, S290PM, had ∼ 23 vol% M6C and MC.

As counter material two carbon steel sheet grades, DC01 and Docol 12000M were used.

The DC01 grade is a low-strength ferritic steel sheet and the Docol 1200M grade is a

high-strength martensitic sheet. Material data for the sheets and chemical compositions

obtained from the suppliers are found in Table 3 on page 5 and Table 13.
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(a) AISI M2 (b) S290PM

Figure 17: SEM image of polished specimens showing the micro structure of a) AISI M2

type steel and b) S290PM.

Table 13: Chemical composition, tool steels in wt%

Material C Cr W Mo V Co

AISI M2 0.87-0.95 3.8-4.5 5.9-6.7 4.7-5.2 1.7-2.1 4.5-5.0

S290PM 2.0 3.7 14.3 2.5 5.0 11.0

7.2 Experiment set-up

Evaluation of galling behaviour of the selected material was made using a slider-on-flat-

surface tribometer. Tests have been performed with normal loads between 100 and 800 N

and a sliding speed of 0.08 m/s. Distance to stage 3 galling was detected by a sudden

increase in the coefficient of friction, Fig. 3b. The change in wear mechanisms was also

noted on the wear track where severe adhesive wear was evident in dry sliding.

Two types of tool steel discs was used, one with a 5mm radius (R5) and one with a 3mm

flat surface (L3), Fig. 3a on page 13.

The steel sheets were cold rolled and had an average Ra of 1.5-2.0 µm. Lubricated sheets

were first cleaned to the dry condition and then the PQ144 lubrication oil was generously

applied and allowed to sit for 15 min. Then excessive oil was removed with lint free

paper and after removal the lubrication film thickness at testing was <1 g/m2.
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7.3 Results

First compare different material combinations in dry sliding and second present data from

lubricated tests. The distance to critical galling in dry sliding is plotted against the applied

normal load for AISI M2 and S290PM on DC01 and for S290PM on Docol 1200M in

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.

Figure 18: Comparison between tool steels and carbon steel sheets in dry sliding condi-

tions, R5 tool geometry.

At loads above 400 N it becomes hard to distinguish between different materials and at

600N data for S290PM vs. DC01 were not collected due to extensive plastic deformation

of the sheet. On the DC01 sheet the S290PM tool had the longest sliding distance to

critical galling compared to the AISI M2. Below 300 N applied normal load, the DC01

had a longer sliding distance to critical galling compared to the Docol1200M sheet.

Results of tests performed to investigate the influence of tool geometry on the S290PM

galling behaviour are plotted as sliding distance vs. load diagram, see Fig. 19. The tools

with the R5 geometry reached critical galling faster than the tools with the L3 geom-

etry. The difference in sliding distance between the R5 and the L3 were larger on the

Docol 1200M sheet compared to the DC01 sheet.
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Figure 19: Comparisons between different tool geometries for S290PM and carbon steel

sheets in dry sliding conditions.

The lubricated tests show a different response compared to dry sliding. In lubricated tests

an abrupt rise of the coefficient of friction was not observed and the changes of the wear

track morphology were used to evaluate the current damage. The coefficient of friction

between the AISI M2 and DC01 showed a gradual increase from 0.1 to 0.3 over a sliding

distance of 2.3 km, Fig. 20a. The S290PM vs. Docol 1200M test showed a low and steady

coefficient of friction of about 0.1 throughout the test of 900 m Fig. 20b.

The track morphology development for AISI M2 on DC01 at 400 N and S290PM on Do-

col 1200M at 800 N are presented in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 respectively. The Docol 1200M

sheet reached a heavily scratched stage much sooner then the DC01. The wear track on

the DC01 sheet had a deeper plasticized grove at the start of the wear track. Evidence of

adhesive wear was found on the tool discs in SEM, the contact spots for each tool had

some amounts of adhered sheet material, Fig. 23.
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(a) AISI M2 vs. DC01 (b) S290PM vs. Docol1200M

Figure 20: Coefficient of friction for a) AISI M2 vs. DC01 at 400 N and b) S290PM on

Docol 1200M at 800 N . The sheets were lubricated with PQ144 oil.

Figure 21: Cross-section of the sheet showing wear track development of AISI M2 on

DC01 sheet at 400 N , lubricated by PQ144 oil.
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Figure 22: Cross-section of the sheet showing wear track development of S290PM on

Docol 1200M sheet at 800 N , lubricated by PQ144 oil.

(a) AISI M2 vs. DC01 (b) S290PM vs. Docol1200M

Figure 23: SEM image of the contact spot after lubricated (PQ144) sliding on the tool

wheel for a) AISI M2 vs. DC01 at 400 N and b) S290PM vs. Docol 1200M at 800 N .
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8 Discussion

8.1 Surface quality

In the results from the optical 3D-profilometer, Fig. 7 on page 19, more than a half of the

specimens has a surface roughness of around 0.05 µm. It turns out that an optical 3D-

profilometer is known to introduce artefacts when scanning atomically flat surfaces with a

single step of 0.1 µm giving a distorted signal at the step [22]. Even though it is possible

to detect very small changes on a surface using a 3D-profilometer it is not suitable for

measuring surface parameters of rough surfaces with an Sa value below 0.1 µm. In fact

it is amazing that we can see much at all at so small height differences considering that

optical light have a typical wavelength of 0.5 µm, indicating a resolution limit on the

same scale. To be able to measure surface parameters of smoother surfaces the AFM is a

more suitable instrument [23, 24].

The results form the AFM measurements differ from those of the optical 3D-profilometer,

most notably is the scale of the measured parameters where the AFM seems to give almost

an order of magnitude smaller values. One contribution to this discrepancy could be the

difference in scanned area, the 3D-profilometer scanned an area of 1.2× 0.9mm and the

AFM scanned an area of 10×10µm. Because the AFM was only able to scan such a small

area, the result of the measurement was dependent on location. Several measurements

were, therefore, made for each tool surface and average surface parameters calculated,

such as the surface roughness, Sa in Fig. 9 on page 24.

For the AFM measurements the correlation to root-mean-squared profile height, Sq and

the maximum valley depth, Sv was similar to that of Sa and it may be more appropriate

to correlate the critical sliding distance to those variables. The skewness of the height

distribution histogram, Ssk had the highest determination value, R2 = 0.61, and a rel-

atively high correlation of −0.78 to critical sliding distance. The stronger correlation to

Ssk from the AFM measurements, indicates that a lower value leads to a longer critical

sliding distance. This is perhaps not surprising as an Ssk > 0 is a sign of a surface with

high peaks and an Ssk < 0 points toward a surface with deep valleys. A surface with high

peaks may break through the lubrication film and initiate metal to metal contact, whereas

deep valleys could act as oil reservoirs, entrapping the oil and lubricating the surface dur-

ing operation. However, when measuring with AFM it is difficult to avoid dust particles

on the surface causing distorted results for maximum and minimum values, implying un-
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certainties for Sq and Sv . This could also affect the Ssk value as it can be interpreted as

a measurement of the distribution of peaks and valleys, therefore has the surface average

been used here.

All of the tool surfaces with a critical sliding distance to galling exceeding 150 mm,

which is half of the maximum sliding distance in the test, had a surface roughness of

Sa ≤ 0.1 µm as measured by 3D-profilometry. This indicates that a rough surface will

not be suitable for sheet metal forming and that the surface roughness should be kept

below 0.1 µm. Even though a surface has a low Sa value this is no guarantee for long

sliding distances before onset of galling. For example the very smooth surfaces V40–5

and V6–5 which had the lowest Sa value when measured by AFM performed as poorly

as the ones which were only ground or considered bad practice, Fig. 7 on page 19. This

leads to the conclusion that low Sa values, Sa ≤ 0.1 µm, are on one hand a prerequisite

and on the other hand not a sufficient criteria for long critical sliding distances to galling.

The increase in critical sliding distance to galling with decreasing Sa values for the

rougher surfaces may be explained by abrasive wear, high peaks breaking through the

oil film and ploughing the work-piece strip. The deep grooves in the tool surface created

by grinding may also act as flood canals leading the lubrication oil away from the contact

interface, leaving these areas with reduced lubrication, preventing hydrostatic lubrication.

In addition, the grooves have sharp edges that may act as initiation points for galling. The

detrimental effect on the critical sliding distance of the protruding asperities, the drain-

ing capacity and the sharp edges of the grooves reduces with decreasing Sa values. For

some of the tools the surfaces roughness was small enough to ensure a change of the

dominant wear mechanism from abrasive to adhesive i.e. from stage 2 to stage 3 galling.

The adhesive wear resulted in shorter sliding distances to galling for finer tool surfaces.

The smoothest surfaces, V40–5 and V6–5, showed few and shallow scratches and could

not hold any lubrication which lead to short critical sliding distances. Whereas the best

performing tool surfaces had some scratches, Fig. 8 on page 23. It seems that the adverse

effect of adhesive wear on sliding distance to galling increases with decreasing Sa value.

When comparing the different tool materials to each other Vancron 40 gave generally a

better performance than Vanadis 6. In 7 out of 9 tests Vancron 40 proved better than

Vanadis 6, and the finely polished tools were performing better than the rougher ones.

The three cases where Vanadis 6 performed better than Vancron 40 were when the sur-

face roughness was high, as in surface preparations V40–9, V6–9 and V40–10, V6–10,

which were only ground. Here, where the dominant wear mechanism was abrasive wear,
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Vanadis 6 performed better than Vancron 40. This may be attributed to its better resistance

against abrasive wear [25].

8.2 Tool geometry and contact pressures

As geometries differ from application to application a fixed normal load can produce con-

tact pressures that vary several orders of magnitude between different equipments. There-

fore is it often more reasonable to use contact pressures instead of normal loads, when

comparing different test methods and applications to each other. Contact pressures can

be calculated by FE simulation for most equipments and are readily comparable between

industrial operations and laboratory test methods.

The contact pressure was found to be a major determinant for the sliding distance to

galling. Each time the contact pressure was lowered for a specific test set-up the sliding

distance to galling increased. However the contact pressure alone is not enough to be

able to compare different test equipments to each other. The change of tool geometry in

the SOFS wear test equipment showed that the geometry of the tool–sheet contact is also

important.

Contact pressures for different industrial sheet metal forming operations have been cal-

culated in a similar manner elsewhere [26–28]. The calculations have been made for

different forming applications and are represented by minimum and maximum contact

pressures for selected sheet materials. Comparison of the contact pressures, demonstrated

that the calculated values for industrial forming applications lie in the same range as those

calculated for the SOFS wear tester, Tables 11 and 14. A wide area of conditions may be

simulated using the SOFS wear tester by changing the geometry of the tool in combination

with careful selection of applied normal load. The line contact geometry allows the SOFS

wear tester to replicate the contact pressures found in the medium-strength sheets and the

R5 geometry yields contact pressures in the high range of the high-strength sheet appli-

cations. The SOFS wear tester reaches the entire spectrum of contact pressures found in

industrial applications and a specific interval may be studied by proper selection of normal

load 0—1200 N and contact geometry.
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Table 14: Comparison of calculated maximum contact pressures in sheet metal forming

operations found in literature, [26–28]

Material
Contact pressure [MPa]

Min Max

Aust. stainless 500 1600

HSS/AHSS 600 1500

8.3 Materials ranking

The PM steel S290 was superior to AISI M2 in dry sliding against DC01 sheet, as the

critical sliding distance to galling was significantly longer, Fig. 18 on page 36. Also,

from the same figure, it proved more difficult to withstand galling when the S290PM was

slid against the high-strength Docol 1200M than against the low strength DC01. This is

the order expected from forming applications, where the high-strength martensitic Do-

col 1200M steel is considered difficult to form. The difference between the two tool

materials at 500 N and above was small making the distinction between the two difficult.

For the sheets at 300 N and lower, the DC01 outlasted the Docol 1200M sheet for both

tools.

During lubricated tests with PQ144 oil, galling was detected for both material couples,

although the galling was not severe. No sudden increase or extremes in the coefficient

of friction were detected. In Fig. 20a on page 38, the coefficient of friction between

the AISI M2 and the DC01 showed a slow but steady increase during the test and, at

1200 m the coefficient of friction begun to demonstrate an increased scatter and a more

erratic behaviour. The wear tracks showed no evidence of severe adhesive wear, only

ploughing and severe scratching were evident. The wear track on the DC01 was gradually

scratched and the width of the track also increased slightly during the course of the test.

The presence of scratches indicates that some material transfer occurred, even though

the friction did not increase. Material pick up was confirmed on the AISI M2 tool disc

after the test, see Fig. 23a on page 39. Between the S290PM and the Docol 1200M, the

coefficient of friction was low and steady throughout the test. The wear track was covered

with scratches almost immediately as shown in Fig. 20b and Fig. 22, that reveals quick

material pick up on the S290PM tool. The amount of adhered sheet material was not

enough to cause the coefficient of friction to reach the levels seen for severe adhesive

wear in dry sliding. However, in production this damage may still be critical.
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9 Conclusions

A correlation between the critical sliding distance before onset of galling and the tool sur-

face roughness Sa was observed for lubricated sliding of stainless steel in a strip-reduction

test. Two regions with different correlations were observed. In the first region represent-

ing normally rough tool surfaces, 0.2 ≥ Sa ≥ 0.1 µm, the critical sliding distance before

galling increased with decreasing surface roughness. In the second region, representing

very smooth tool surfaces, Sa ≤ 0.1 µm, an increase in surface roughness resulted in an

increase in sliding distance to stage 3 galling.

The two tool steel materials that were tested in the strip reduction test showed significant

difference in performance. Vancron 40 performed better than Vanadis 6 in lubricated strip

reduction test of stainless steel in case of polished tools, where adhesive wear dominated.

Vanadis 6 accomplished longer critical sliding distances only when a roughly ground sur-

face was used, showing better abrasive wear resistance than Vancron 40.

Contact pressure is an important parameter in the SOFS wear tester, for each selected

geometry a lower contact pressure resulted in a longer sliding distance before onset of

galling. By changing the geometry of the tools in the SOFS wear tester from an elliptical

to a linear contact, the contact pressures can be controlled over a wide range, as numer-

ical simulations demonstrated. However, changes of the length of a linear contact (25%

change) did not influence the contact pressure very much.

A comparison of the contact pressures with values obtained from literature demonstrated

that values calculated for U-bending and deep drawing lie in the range of the values ob-

served in the SOFS wear tester. The contact pressures may be efficiently controlled by a

change in specimen geometry and load variations in the SOFS.

The contact geometry has to be considered when comparing galling performance, even a

small change in geometry, from elliptical to linear, may result in a large change in sliding

distance to galling. The influence of contact geometry on sliding distance to galling was

higher for the high strength Docol 1200M sheet, compared to the softer DC01 sheet.

A change in tool geometry from elliptical to linear contact led to an increase in the sliding

distance to critical galling at low loads, when surface flattening is the governing mecha-

nism. At higher loads, when deep plastic deformation of the sheet dominated, the change

of geometry had a smaller impact.
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The selection of tool material in sheet metal forming operations has an impact on tool

performance. The S290PM steel had longer sliding distance to critical galling compared

with AISI M2 grade under comparable dry test conditions. Under lubricated test con-

ditions S290PM demonstrated more stable and lower coefficient of friction even though

critical galling was not observed.

The coefficient of friction was low during lubricated SOFS tests even though lubrication

did not prevent scratches from forming in the wear track. Certain amount of adhered mate-

rial was observed for both S290PM and AISI M2, but a sudden increase of the coefficient

of friction corresponding to critical galling was not observed.
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On tool steel, surface preparation, 
contact geometry and wear in  

sheet metal forming

In sheet metal forming operations the life length of the production equipment islargely 
dependent on the wear of the tools that are in direct contact with the sheet. One form 
of adhesive wear where some sheet material gets transferred to the tool, alsoknown as 
galling, is the most common cause of tool failure. The transferred materialsticks firmly 
to the tool and will scratch subsequent sheets and increase friction, renderingthem  
anywhere from aesthetically unsightly to completely ripped apart. Withcareful  
combination of several parameters the tools production life can be significantlyextended. 
The surface preparation of the tools has a large influence on the tool life, thesurface has 
to be smooth and yet not without texture. It was shown in strip reductiontesting that 
the orientation as well as the depth of the surface texture left by polishinginfluenced 
the tool life and that a texture perpendicular to the sliding direction was toprefer. The 
geometry of the forming tool is also a parameter to take into account as itinfluences the 
tool life not only by changing the contact pressure but also in itself. Ina sliding against 
flat sheet test rig a lower contact pressure increased the sliding distanceto galling. When 
two different geometries were compared at the same contactpressure it was found that 
there was a difference in tool life. As to the tool itself thematerial it’s made of influences 
the wear rate and tool life. Different tool steels wasinvestigated in sliding wear against 
metal sheets; Vancron 40 performed better thanVanadis 6 and S290PM performed better 
than a AISI M2 grade steel.
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